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Abstract 
A recent development in the theory of lattice rules has been the introduction of the unique ultratriangular D-Z form for 
prime-power rules. It is known that any lattice rule may be decomposed into its Sylow p-components. These components 
are prime-power rules, each of which has a unique ultratriangular form. By reassembling these ultratriangular forms in a 
defined way, it is possible to obtain a canonical form for any lattice rule. A special case occurs when the ultratriangular 
forms of each of the Sylow p-components have a consistent set of column indices. In this case, it is possible to obtain 
a unique canonical D-Z form. Given the column indices and the invariants for an ultratriangular form, we may obtain a 
formula for the number of ultratriangular forms, and hence the number of prime-power lattice rules, having these column 
indices and invariants. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Lattice rules; Ultratriangular form; Unique canonical form 
1. Introduction 
Lattice rules are equal-weight quadrature rules of the form 
Qf = ; Ng f(q), 
J=o 
which are used to approximate the integral of f over the unit hypercube. An s-dimensional lattice 
L is a discrete set of points in R which is closed under normal addition and subtraction. It is an 
integration lattice if it contains the unit lattice, h”, as a sublattice. The quadrature points x0,. . . , xN-, 
in an s-dimensional lattice rule are all the points in some integration lattice that also belong to 
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An important property of lattice rules (as shown in [S]) is that they may be expressed as a multiple 
sum of the form 
Qfz_Ld$d~...d~f({j,!L+j2!?+...+jt~}), 
Jl=o j*=O j,=O t 
(1) 
where t, di E Z+,N = Hi=, di, and zi E z”. Here the braces around a vector indicate that we take the 
fractional part of each component in the vector. For instance, {( i, :, i )} = (4, i, $ ). Form ( 1) may 
be referred to as a t-cycle D-Z form or simply a D-Z form, and is denoted by 
where D=diag{d,,d*, . . . , d,} and Z is a t x s integer matrix whose ith row is zi. 
When t = 1 in (1) we get a number-theoretic rule. Such rules were first introduced in [ 1, 21. 
They have been widely studied and are also known as the method of good lattice points. A detailed 
account on them may be found in [5, 61. 
The number of distinct quadrature points in a lattice rule Q is known as the order of the rule and 
denoted by v(Q). A D-Z form of Q may be repetitive; that is, for some k > 1 satisfying k 1 det D, 
When v(Q) = det D, the D-Z form is said to be nonrepetitive. 
A lattice rule can have many D-Z forms, some of which may be repetitive. This lack of unique- 
ness was partly overcome in [8] where it is shown that every lattice rule has a nonrepetitive canonical 
form Q[Y, D, Z, s] in which Y <s, the diagonal elements of D satisfy di+l 1 di, 1 d i < r, and d, > 1. 
The value of Y and the matrix D are unique. Here, r is known as the rank of the rule and the 
elements d 1, . . . , d, are known as the invariants. However, though r and D are unique, there remain 
many possibilities for Z. Except for the case of projection-regular rules (see [9]) and prime-power 
rules (see [3]), no such unique Z is available. In the latter case, the unique D-Z form developed 
is known as an ultratriangular form. Associated with each ultratriangular form is a set of column 
indices. 
In the following section, we give some required definitions and results as well as some properties 
of prime-power lattice rules. In Section 3 we present the theory behind decomposition of a general 
lattice rule into prime-power rules and their appropriate reassembly to obtain a canonical form for 
a general lattice rule. 
In this paper we shall extend the class of unique representations by making use of the fact that 
any lattice rule may be expressed as a sum of prime-power rules. This is done in Section 4 where 
we treat a special class of lattice rules, in which all the prime-power component rules have a 
consistent set of column indices in their ultratriangular form. For these we obtain a unique D-Z 
representation. In this unique form, Z is a column-permuted unit upper triangular matrix and has 
some of the properties inherited from the ultratriangular forms of its component rules. 
In Section 5 we derive a formula for calculating the number of ultratriangular forms, and hence 
the number of prime-power rules, having given invariants and column indices. 
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2. Background material 
In order to construct our unique D-Z form from any given D-Z form, we shall use certain 
transformations which leave the rule unchanged. The transformations required in this paper are 
taken from [3] and given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The rule Q = 2?[t, D, Z,s] given in (1) is unaltered if Z is modzjied by applying one of 
the following transformations, or a sequence of them: 
(a) Replace zi by ezi for e E Z satisfying gcd(.4, di) = 1. 
(b) Replace zi by zi + dix for x E H”. 
(c) Replace zi by zi + (mdi/di)zj for j # i, m E Z, and dj 1 mdi. 
A full list of transformations may be found in [3]. In this paper we shall need one further 
transformation. This is given in Lemma 5 of the following section. 
We now consider lattice rules of prime-power order or simply, prime-power lattice rules. A lattice 
rule Q is said to be a prime-power rule if v(Q) = pfl, for some prime p and positive integer p. As 
mentioned earlier, Lyness and Joe [3] have developed a unique canonical form, the ultratriangular 
form, for prime-power rules. This unique form is based on a column-permuted version of a upper 
triangular matrix and plays a crucial role in the development of new results in this paper. 
Definition 2. The t x s matrix Z is termed column permuted unit upper triangular (cpuut) if and 
only if there exist distinct column indices ~1, ~2,. . . , q,in(t,s), where qj E { 1,2,. . . ,s}, and 
1 when k=j, 
zk,g = 1 <j < min( t, s). 
0 when k > j, 
The unique ultratriangular form for a prime-power rule is defined as follows. 
Definition 3. An ultratriangular D-Z form for a prime-power rule of order pb, for some prime p 
and /I E P, is one in which 
(a) the t ds diagonal elements of D satisfy 
d,Bd2a... ad, > 1, 
(b) di and the components of zi = (Zii,. . . ,Zi,) satisfy gcd(Zil, . . . ,Z,,di) = 1 and zi/d; E [0, l)“, 
(c) Z is cpuut with column indices ql, q2,. . . , Q, 
(d) Zj,k/p E Z for 1 bk < r/j, 
(e) if dj=dj+l, then qj < qj+l, 
(f) OdZk,, < dk/dj, k #j. 
Given a D-Z form for a prime-power rule, the ultratriangular form may be obtained by using 
certain transformations, some of which are given in Theorem 1. The full details may be found in [3]. 
This form for a prime-power rule is a canonical form with rank t and invariants dl, d2,. . . , d,. 
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As an example, consider the Z-matrix 
1 a1 bl a2 a3 a4 
0 cl d, c2 c3 1 
Z = 0 c4 d2 1 a5 0 , 
0 1 b2 0 a6 0 
,O 0 d3 0 1 0 1 
where the aj, 1 <j<6, bk, l<k<2, CL, 1<{<4, and d,, 1 Q m < 3, represent integers. This is a 
5 x 6 cpuut matrix with column indices given by 1,6,4,2,5. For this Z to satisfy the requirements of 
an ultratriangular form, the integers denoted by d, should satisfy condition (d), but not necessarily 
condition (f) of the above definition; the integers denoted by aj need to satisfy condition (f), but not 
necessarily condition (d); whereas the integers denoted by cl should satisfy both of the conditions 
(d) and (f). Condition (b) of the above definition ensures that the integer values in the ith row 
belong to the interval [O,d,). 
3. Decomposition and reassembly of lattice rules 
We start this section with the sum of two lattice rules. This is a very simple but important concept. 
Definition 4. Suppose Ql and Q2 are two s-dimensional lattice rules. If 
Q~.f=~N~f(~j) and 
J-O 
Q2f = $ Ngl fh >, 
k-0 
where xj,yk E [0, l)“, then their sum Q, written as Ql + Q2, is the s-dimensional lattice rule 
bY 
Q.~=<QI+Q~V= j$& N$ NE f({xj +yk)). 
J=o k=O 
We have v(Ql + Q2) < v(Ql )v(Q2) with equality being valid if v(Ql ) and v(Q2) are relatively 
(see [7, pp. 54-561). 
prime 








( > z2 * 
Thus, we write 
%f3,D3,Z3,sl =~[~l,~I,Zl,~l + -3Tf2,D2,Z2,sl. 
The following lemma gives another transformation that we shall need in this paper. This follows 
from the discussion in [7, p. 511. 
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Lemma 5. When m and n are relatively prime, 
~[l,m,z,s]+~[l,n,z’,s]=~[l,mn,mz’+nz,s]. 




with the prime factorization of individual elements di given by 
di = p/I.’ pF1 . . . p$g. 
(Some values of fii,i may be zero for 1 <j d q.) If we let di -@) denote the prime pk-component of di, 
that is, @) = p,s”‘, th en it is shown in [4] that the lattice rule Q = S![t, D, Z, s] may be decomposed as 
Q =p(‘) + pc2) + . . . + p(4), 
where P@) = A?[t,D@), Z,s]. Here D,(k) is the t x t diagonal matrix having elements djk). The prime- 
power rule Pck) is known as the Sylow p&omponent of the original rule Q = 9[t,D,Z, s]. Hence a 
general lattice rule may be decomposed into the sum of its Sylow pk-components. 
Let Cck) denote a canonical form of Pck) with rank and invariants 
#); d(k) d(k) 




C(k) = 2Lr(k) D(k) Z(Os] , 7 9 (5) 
where Dck) = diag{dik’, dr’, . . . , d$} and Zck) is a Z-matrix of this canonical form. We then have 
the following result. 
Theorem 6. Suppose the lattice rule Q may be expressed as the (direct) sum 
Q= Cc’) + Cc2) + . . . + C(4), 
where Cck), given by (5), is a canonical form for the Sylow pk-component of Q. Then Q has a 
canonical D-Z form A?[r, D, Z, s], where 
r= max(r(‘),r(2),...,r(q)) (6) 
and 
di = fidy), 
k=l 
1 didr. (7) 
Proof. The fact that Q has a canonical D-Z form .J?[r, D, Z, s] with r and di as given in (6) and (7), 
respectively, follows from [4]. The expression for zi in (7) may be obtained by repeated application 
of the transformation given in (4). 0 
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Note in (6) and (7) that if there is a value of r ck) less than Y, then we need values of d${+, , . . . , dzk) 
and z$+,,...,zr (“). To obtain these values, we use the trivial invariants d${+, =. a - = @)= 1 and 
arbitrarily take the vectors z${+, , . . . , zFk) to be zero vectors. 
As an example, consider the D-Z form of a general lattice rule given by 
D= [ 90; ,;I, z= [ 32; ;; 7J (8) 
Here we take p1 = 2, p2 = 3, and p3 = 5. We first write Q as a sum of its Sylow pk-components, 
that is, Q =Po) + PC21 + Pc3) , where P@) = =%?[t,D@),Z, s] with t = 2, s = 3, and 
d”‘=[; ;I, IY2L [; !j, DC3L [‘i J. 
Now we need a canonical form for each Sylow pk-component which we shall take to be the 
unique ultratriangular form. We write U @) for the ultratriangular form of the Sylow pk-component. 
Associated with each U@) are the #) column indices (see Definition 2) which we denote by 
(k) (k) 
Vl ,r2 , . . . , $2). Using the procedure given in [3] we find that Q = U(‘)+U(2)+U(3), where Uck) = 
$![rck), Dck), Zck), s] with r(l) = 1, rc2) = rc3) = 2, and 
D’l’=[4] 7 z(l) = [ 1 2 31, 
D(2) = [; ;I, Z(2)= [; :, ;I, Dc3)= [ ‘; 
The column indices for U(r), Uc2), and Uc3) are given by ,+l. r(2)=2 y’2’=1. and r(3)_1 1 71 72 9 1-y 
r2 - 3 (3) - 2 respectively. Note that the determinant of the matrix D in (8) is 27 000, while 
det D(I) x det Dc2) x det Dc3) = 13 500 < det D. 
Hence the original D-Z form cannot be a canonical form since it was repetitive. 
Following the procedure given in Theorem 6, we obtain a canonical form for the lattice rule 
specified by (8). The rule has rank 2 with the D-Z form given by 
D= [ ““; ,;I, Z= [ 26: 65; 12;;]. (9) 
By using Theorem l(b), this Z-matrix may be replaced by 
658 327 1 5 3 7’ 
4. Unique form when the Sylow p-components in ultratriangular form have a consistent set of 
column indices 
In this section we consider the canonical form obtained from Theorem 6 when the canonical forms 
for all the Sylow pk-components are ultratriangular forms. We shall see that the canonical form is 
unique when the column indices for these ultratriangular forms are consistent (to be defined below). 
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Recalling from the previous section that Y = max(r(‘), Y(*), . . . , r(q)), it is clear that there exists a 
l<e<q such that r@) = r. Now let the column indices for the ultratriangular form UC’) be de- 
noted by ql,..., q,.. Then we say that the column indices of the ultratiangular forms for the Sylow 
pk-components are consistent when for 1 <k <q, 
We shall assume that this is the situation throughout this section. 
@) Since the column indices are consistent, then all the zi , 1 d k d q, 1 < i d Y, have zeros in positions 
ql, . . . , Y/i-l. It follows from (7) that zi has zeros in the same positions. Moreover, the qith component 
of zi is given by 
= 5 (d,,@‘). (10) 
k=l \;;; ) k=l 
(Note that for values of m for which r@) < Y, we arbitrarily took the vectors &$+,, . . . , I$“‘) to 
be zero vectors. Thus for r@) < i d r, the last sum in (10) would be missing the k = m term for 
those values of m for which r@) < r; however, the argument presented here goes through with this 
modification.) Since each of the terms in the last sum in (10) is missing a (prime) factor djk’, it is 
clear that the rith component of zi is relatively prime to die Elementary number theory then shows 
there exists lli E Z such that 
li 2 (di/d/k’) E 1 (mod di). 
k=l 
Using Theorem l(a), we can multiply zi by li and we see from Theorem l(b) that the qith component 
of zi may be replaced with a 1. Note that in these transformations of zi, any zero components are 
preserved. This leads to the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. If the column indices for the ultratriangular forms of its 
consistent, then Q may be expressed in a canonical form in which Z is 
q1,.-.,4% 
Sylow p-components are 
cpuut with column indices 
If the column indices for the ultratriangular forms are not consistent, 
that the Z-matrix can be made cpuut. This is evidenced by the example 
section in which the Z-matrix was given in (9). 
then there is no guarantee 
at the end of the previous 
In order to show that it is possible to obtain a unique D-Z form, it is convenient to pad out 
the canonical r-cycle form to an s-cycle form. To do this, we take d,+, = . . . = d, = 1. Moreover, 
we note that there are s - r values in { 1,2,. . . , s} which are not assigned to be column indices. We 
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now take v~+~,... , qs to be these s - r unassigned values such that 
Vril < %+2 < +** < rls 
Then for Y + 1 <j ds, we take zj to be the unit vector having an 1 in the qjth position and zeros 
elsewhere. Thus, the canonical form of Theorem 6 (with all the C@) taken to be ultratriangular forms 
with a consistent set of column indices) may be extended artificially to the s-fold sum 
Definition 8. If the column indices for the ultratriangular forms of 
consistent, then a standard D-Z form is an s-cycle form in which 
(a) 2 is cpuut with column indices q,, q2,. . . , Q, 
@) 0 Gc,,m < dk/d,, 1 <k < m<s. 
(11) 
the Sylow &-components are 
If the column indices happen to be yli = i for 1 d i d s, so that the Z-matrix is unit upper triangular, 
then the corresponding lattice rule is said to be projection regular. In this case, Theorem 9 below 
recovers the result found in [9]. If this is not the case, then permuting the columns of Z in a standard 
D-Z form in accordance with the column indices would give a unit upper triangular matrix. 
It follows from Lemma 7 and the padding procedure described above that the s x s matrix Z 
can be assumed to be cpuut. If it is not already in standard form, then it can be transformed into 
standard form by using a sequence of transformations 
?i; = zk - k -C m, (12) 
where [a] denotes the integer part of a. Theorem l(c) shows that such a transformation leaves the 
lattice rule Q unchanged. Transformation (12) affects only zk, the kth row of Z. Moreover, since z,,, 
has zeros in positions ql, q2,. . . , q,- ,, the above transformation leaves the corresponding components 
of zk unaltered, but generally alters the remaining components. In particular, since Zm,rlm = 1, we see 
that zk& is replaced by 
which clearly satisfies Definition 8(b). Once Zk,p, has been replaced by ZL,V,, then any further 
transformations of the form (12) must be ordered in such a way that the new component Zi,Vn is 
not altered again. This property holds if we deal successively with ~1,. . . , zs_ ,, and in each vector zk 
alter the components Zk,tl,, k < j, in order of increasing j. 
Theorem 9. If the column indices for the ultratriangular forms of the Sylow &-components are 
consistent, then the standard D-Z form is unique. 
Proof. This proof is based on the proofs of [7, Theorem 3.49; 3, Lemma 5.111. We shall use 
induction to prove that Z is unique. 
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Suppose 2 and 2’ are two alternative forms of a Z-matrix of rule Q, both in standard form. Both 
2 and Z’ have the same column indices ql,. . . , vs. Also, since both Z and Z’ are cpuut, then they 
have the same rlth column (all components being zero except for the first element which is 1). 
Let us suppose columns vl,. . . , qm-l of Z coincide with the corresponding columns of Z’, but that 
for some k, Zk,tlm # ZL,q,. (Note that such a value of k must be less than m as both Z and Z’ are 
cpuut.) We see from 11 that both zk/dk and zi/dk belong to the integration lattice corresponding to 
Q. From the properties of a lattice, the difference 
zk - z: 
dk 
also does. As such, it may be expressed as 
s 
c . Zi 
i=l 
Ji -&- (13) 
Taking components vi, q2, . . . , q,-, of (13) in turn, we find that ji = 0 for 1 < i 6 m - 1. Consideration 
of the qmth component yields 
zk vm - zi,,, ’ . Zi,qm j, 
dk = i=m Ji di = d, c- 
with the final equality following because Zi,lm = 0 for all i satisfying m + 1 d i <s. Thus, 
(14) 
Since Zk,V,,, and ZL.,_ are both in the interval [O,dk/d,), it follows that (14) can be satisfied only if 
j,=O. 
It follows from (14) that, contrary to the hypothesis, Zk,V, = Zi,Vm for all k, and so column ye,,, 
of Z and Z’ also coincide. Thus the hypothesis that columns ql, q2,, . . , q,-l of Z and Z’ coincide 
leads to the same being true of column qm. It follows by induction that Z and Z’ must be the same 
matrix. Thus we conclude that the Z-matrix in standard form must be unique. 0 
5. Number of prime-power rules having given column indices 
As mentioned earlier, any prime-power rule can be written in a unique ultratriangular form in 
which the Z-matrix is cpuut with unique column indices. In this section we obtain a formula for 
the number of ultratriangular forms, and hence the number of prime-power lattice rules, with spec- 
ified invariants Q = pm’, . . . , dt = pq and column indices ql,. . . , qt. We shall denote this quantity by 
rlk( P”’ ,...,pa’;rl,‘.‘, q). In turn, this quantity will depend on the four quantities pi, ,i$, rip and ?i 
for 1 <i <t which are defined below. 
To aid the understanding of the definitions of these four quantities, we shall discuss them in the 
context of an example. This example is the D-Z form of a prime-power rule in which s = 6, p = 2, 
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Table 1 
The values of the parameters 













1 1 5 0 0 4 0 - - - 2 3 4 5 32 768 
2 6 4 3 1 0 0 3 4 5 - - - - 64 
3 4 3 1 1 1 1 4 - - 5 - - - 16 
42 2 0 1 1 2 - - - 5 - - - 8 
55 10 3 0 1------- 1 
Z is cpuut, and the column indices are given by q1 = 1, ~2 = 6, q3 = 4, q4 = 2, and q5 = 5. We take 
32 0 0 0 0 -1 a a a a a- 
0 16 0 0 0 
I I_ 
Oaaaal 
D= 0 0800 , Z= 0 a a 1 a 0, 
0 0040 OlaOaO 
0 0002 0 0 a 0 1 O_ 
where the a represent integers. 
(15) 
For i satisfying 1 <i < t, let pLi be the number of column indices that are less than vi and that 
have a subscript larger than i. Suppose these subscripts are kf”, . . . ,I$), which for simplicity we 
shall write here as just kl, . . . , kpi. For the example above we have ql = 1 when i = 1. There are no 
column indices less than q1 = 1 and hence pl = 0. When i = 2, ~2 = 6. The column indices ql, q3, y14, 
and q5 are all less than q2 = 6. However, only the last three have a subscript larger than i = 2. Hence 
,u2 = 3 and the corresponding subscripts are k, = 3, k2 = 4, and k3 = 5. The other values of ,u~ and kj 
may be found in a similar manner and are given in Table 1 above. 
Note that if there exists a j satisfying 1 <j < ,u~ for which pa1 = pc(Q, then there are no lattice rules 
having the given column indices because we would then have pNi = pak~ with kj > i, but qkj < vi 
which, from Definition 3(e), is not permissible. Let us suppose that this is not the case. By definition, 
the subscripts k,, . . . , kpt are all larger than i, so it follows from Definition 3(f) that 
However, these values are further restricted by Definition 3(d) because the ,u~ column indices in 
question are all less than vi. Of the P”~-‘~I possible values for Zi,qk,, only 1 in p of them will satisfy 






Now denote by fii the number of column indices that are less than vi and that have a subscript 
less than i. For i = 1 in the example above, ql = 1 and there are no column indices less than 1, so 
that ,c’& = 0. When i = 2, q2 = 6 and though there are four column indices less than r/2 = 6, only one 
of them, namely qI = 1 has a subscript less than i = 2. Hence, ii2 = 1. The remaining values of ,iJ 
are given in Table 1. 
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Because the Z-matrix is cpuut, the components of zi have to be zero in the positions specified by 
these pi column indices. Thus, so far, of the components of z; in positions 1,. . . , yli - 1, we have 
accounted for p; + fii of them. Each of the remaining vi - 1 - cl; - fi; components have to belong to 
[0, p”), but also satisfy Definition 3(d) from which we conclude that the number of possibilities is 
Similarly, let z; be the number of column indices that are larger than q; and that have a subscript 
larger than i. The corresponding subscripts are denoted by z$‘, . . . , b’g), which we write here as 
(17) 
simply e,,..., &,, . For i = 1 in the example above, q1 = 1 and all the column indices ~2, ~3, ~4, and 
q5 are larger than ql = 1. Moreover, their subscripts are all larger than i = 1. Therefore, rI = 4 and 
the corresponding subscripts are given by el = 2, /2 = 3, t; = 4, and e4 = 5. When i = 2 there are no 
column indices larger than yl2 = 6 so that r2 = 0. Table 1 contains the other values of r; and 4. 
Definition 3(f) shows that 
Since these z; column indices are larger than vi, the restriction of Definition 3(d) does not apply 
and we conclude that the number of ways of choosing the components of z; in positions yip,, . . . , IQ 
is 
j=l 
Finally, let us denote by ti the 
subscript less than i. It follows 
Hence, we have 
+; = t - 1 - /J.; - fi; - r;* 
(18) 
number of column indices that are larger than vi and that have a 
from the definitions of p;, ,$, and ri that cl; + pi + ri + Q, = t - 1. 
Because the Z-matrix is cpuut, the components of zi have to be zero in the positions specified by 
these ?; column indices. Thus, so far, of the components of z; in positions q; + 1,. . . , s, we have 
accounted for r; + ?; of them. Each of the remaining s - vi - ri - +; components have to belong to 
[0, p”), from which we conclude that the number of possibilities is 
[pa,]S-9,-T,-i,_ 
This discussion and Eq. (16)-( 19) lead to the following result. 
(19) 
Theorem 10. For 1 <i Gt, let /ti be the number of column indices that are less than ni and that have 
a subscript larger than i. Suppose that the subscripts of these column indices are ki”, . . . , ki). Now 
denote by fii the number of column indices that are less than ni and whose subscript is less than 
i. Similarly, let 7; be the number of column indices larger than ni and that have a subscript larger 
than i. The corresponding subscripts are denoted by e[” , . . . , @f’. Finally, let ?i = t - 1 - ,U; - hi - Z;. 
Then define ni := 0 tf cl; = CQI for any j satisfying 1 d j < /L;; otherwise define 
1 
lj=l J lj=l 1 
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where empty products are taken to be 1, that is, when pi and/or Zi are zero. The number of 
prime-power lattice rules with given invariants p”‘, . . . , p”’ and column indices ql,. . . , ql is 
~~(pa’,...,pa’;r*,...,?t)= nui- 
i=l 
For the D-Z form given in (15), the full list of values for the various parameters are given in 
Table 1. The total number of prime-power lattice rules having D = diag{32,16,8,4,2} and column 
indices given by 1,6,4,2,5 is 
rI Ki=32768 X 64 X 16 x 8 x 1~268435456. 
i=l 
As another simple example, we consider the case of projection-regular rules which we recall are 
rules for which vi = i. Since vi = i, it is not difficult to show that pi = 0, fii = i - 1, zi = t-i, 6J!” = i+ j, 
and ii = 0. Using these values, we find that 
I4 
rI 
a, -a#) - 1 






p , = rI p”‘i-at+,, [pa8]S-%-~r-~i = [p”‘l”-“. 
j=l 




number of projection-regular prime-power lattice rules having invariants p"' , . . . , p”’ 
Upon expanding this last expression out and collecting the p”j terms together, we find that this 
expression is equivalent to 
fi(pcf, y-2+1 = cpq )~-l(~lxz y-3(pa3 y-5 . . . (pu,-~ )s-2t+3(pat y-21+1, 
i=l 
which recovers the result found in [7, p. 661. 
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